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Kingdom of Neshaten Locations

The following details some of the influence within the Kingdom for colonies and provisional governments.

Colonies

Colonies make up the majority of the Kingdom's sphere of influence within the Kuirenasova Cluster, each
and every colony is selected to perform a specific task whether it is industrial, agriculture, military, or
population - these tasks are determined based off the planet that the colony is placed on, whereas a
planet that has very little fertile land might be better suited to industry or military operations, a planet
that does have a lot of fertile lands would be used as a population center or one for agriculture.

Every star system though has a military colony in it which serves as a response base in the event of
attacks either by foreign nations or pirates.

Star System Importance Specific Task1) Colonized Notable Planets

Nesha System Home System None ER 000 Nesha Prime (Planet),
Levia (Planet)

U'varun Military System Military and Agriculture EE 000-v Uvarun 2, uvarun3
Jui'varen None Agriculural Development ER 000 New Jui'varen

No'menshan None Industrial Mining EE 001 No'menshan 2
She'sha'sho System None Scientific Study ER 001 None

Ki'kayshea'ne None Industrial Mining ER 001-v Ki'kayshea'ne
Bai'yusaenahe'mah None Industrial Mining ER 002 None

U'ia None Scientific Study ER 002 U'ia X
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Provisional Governments

Every planet has a provisional government on it, run by a Lord or Lady, who is a member of a noble
family. These governments are responsible only for local government functions and are not capable of
taking national actions such as mobilizing the main navy for military actions. Provisional Government is
created by local citizens, who then elect a member of a noble family to oversee the government - like the
Council Monarch, even the provisional governments have citizen oversight committees. Small militia
groups operate under these types of governments who are responsible for protecting the colonies from
external attacks by pirates or other foreign forces until help from the Navy can be arranged.

Other known locations

this namespace doesn't exist: faction:neshaten:location

OOC Notes

Rawolfe created this article on 2020/05/10 23:39.
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If Any
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